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INTRO 
The town of Respite is the ONLY real human 

settlement on TAPU (The GUTTERLANDS). It is the 

FIrst point of call for adventurers arriving to 

the planet and the only relatively safe place 

to inhabit... sort of.

The town has a few well known buildings such 

as BIG WING TRADES, the KINGS END INN, the 

POSTIE OFFICE amongst others. It has a communal 

WELL in the center of town, right next to the 

towns famous BOUNTY BOARD.

Building supplies are limited in Respite. Many of 

the buildings are ram shackled structures built 

out of scrap, ancient machinery found at the 

RUSTY PEAKS and salvaged space craft of previ-

ous visitors, who are no longer with us.

The town rests on an inselberg, a raised area 

of desert with shear drops on all sides. It’s 

one of the reasons why it is a safe place to 

live (relatively). The other reason is the towns 

militia lead by MR MAYOR, the town mayor.

Long ago the spot where Respite stands was a 

sacred RUSTER settlement, the RUSTER king was 

killed in the exact spot where the town 

watering hole now sits, THE KINGS END INN.

 Many RUSTERS would like to reclaim the land.

The inselberg Respite is built upon is riddled 

with secret tunnels and mysterious 

underground structures (yet to be explored). A 

few of the Respite citizens would 

suggest that instead of adventuring out into 

the wastes, they should explore 

downwards... Strange noises can be heard by 

the town’s WELL.
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Long ago the spot where Respite stands was a 

sacred RUSTER settlement, the RUSTER king was 

killed in the exact spot where the town 

watering hole now sits, THE KINGS END INN.

 Many RUSTERS would like to reclaim the land.

The inselberg Respite is built upon is riddled 

with secret tunnels and mysterious 

underground structures (yet to be explored). A 

few of the Respite citizens would 

suggest that instead of adventuring out into 

the wastes, they should explore 

downwards... Strange noises can be heard by 

the town’s WELL.

Life in the Gutterlands can be hard, with very few leisure activities feasible in the town of Respite.However, the Mayor allows (nay, enourages) regular Bangarangs. These destructive and spectacular bot v bot death matches are a great way to entertain the family, settle old grudges, and raise a bit of cash!

Welcome to our miniature wargame, 

“Bangarang In the Gutterlands”. It is a spiritual successor 

to my game TONKS, which Bill has featured on several of 

his videos. One conspicuous omission from TONKS was any 

“world building” or setting. This was partly to keep the game 

as open, accessible and agnostic as possible, but also 

laziness on my part. By embedding the mechanical core of 

the game in Bill’s rich and characterful world of The 

Gutterlands, Bangarang can draw upon the technology, 

factions, settings and wonderful characters in the world of 

Tapu that has built up over years. The factions and 

weapons in particular should offer players a myriad of 

scratchbuilding opportunities and replayability! I hope you 

enjoy it!   

               
               

 Ben

I can see my house from here!
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Hello! 

Over the past few years I have been 

building a world. It’s a world full of 

dangerous characters, terrifying rogue 

technology and lots of crustard. 

The Gutterlands (Tapu) is a junkyard the 

size of a planet, a graveyard for all the 

remnants of a huge galaxy spanning war. 

The rest of the universe is now peaceful. 

The Gutterlands are the last wild frontier 

where you can make a pretty penny and 

life is cheap. Thrillseekers are attracted 

to this desert planet for fun, whereas the 

descendants of the first settlers are look-

ing for a way out. And don’t forget there 

were some beings who were just there in 

the first place. The ecosystem has been 

permanently altered by the junk, and most 

things there can kill you... 

Especially the Bots.... 

#Bangaranginthegutterlands !

Bill 
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HOW TO PLAY 
THE GAME: 

RULES 
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• All measurements are taken from the Bot’s base
• You may not pre-measure any distances in the game
• In this set of rules, some words are shown in bold typeface. This is because they reference other 

rules in the game and will help you with where to look to find out more. 
• Should you ever be required to roll a result higher than 6 (i.e. 7,8,9 etc) when you are       

rolling D6s (six-sided dice), you must roll 2D6 and get the required score EXACTLY, higher or 
lower  misses. Scores of 13 or more are impossible. When rolling 2 dice like this, ones do not 
count as a miss.

Conventions

• This book will teach you how to play games of “Bangarang in the Gutterlands”, it will ex-
plain what you need to play the game, and it will also tell you about the strange world,            
technology and people who live in the Gutterlands. 

• The first section will tell you specifically what physical stuff you need for the game. You’ll 
also learn about your Bot, and the things it can do as you play the game. 

• Later on you’ll read about some of the strange occurrences that can happen as you play the 
game - they’re all pretty random. And cool. 

• You’ll also learn about the 4 factions that regularly attend Bangarangs, and their different 
strengths and weaknesses. 

• The last section contains details on the different weapons your Bot can use to inflict damage 
on other Bots, and also what happens at the demise of a Bot. 

About this Book

DON’T Worry, that BOT’s ARMLESS!
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A SpaCe to play 
•  1.5’x1.5’ - 2’x2’ flat area

Terrain - 
• Your Bangarang Arena will need terrain for your Bots to manoeuvre around, hide behind and 

even climb up. Terrain is anything that’s not the flat surface you’re playing on. Everyone has 
slightly different terrain, but a selection loosely conforming to the following proportions 
& quantities will be a good start -  

• 2” Stacks - a set of 8 for your Bots to hide behind and climb up on for advantage. Around 4 
that are 2” cubes, and about 4 that are 2” x 4” x 2” cuboids will be a good start. 

• These 2” layers of stuff could be anything - shanty town huts, piles of junk metal, heaps of 
rocks, shipping containers - anything about 2” tall. They can be put next to each other or 
stacked on top of each other. They need to have flat tops for your Bots to stand on 

• (MAX 2 STACKS high).
• 8” Bridges - a set of 2. Bridges are platforms that connect the elevated areas of the other 

Stacks that are at the same height. Your bot cannot climb up onto a Bridge, they must climb 
onto a Stack first, and then move across it. 

• Being under a Bridge affords Bots protection in some circumstances. 
• Stacks can be stacked on top of each other to create overhangs and archways, and these are 

treated as Bridges in the game
• Stacks of the same height placed in contact with each other count as 1 Stack  
• Bots - One per player, mounted on a round 40mm base

Dice - 
• 6 sided dice (referred to as D6s)
• 12 sided dice (referred to as D12s)
• 4 sided dice (referred to as D4s)
• 10 sided dice (referred to as D10s)  
• 20 sided dice (referred to as D20s) 

STUFF -
• Tape Measure in inches (“)
• Blast Tokens (Plumes of cotton wool or similar tokens) - these represent the blast         

generated by firing your Bots’ weapons, and also some effects that may happen during the 
game - such as mechanical malfunctions, system stress, or being on fire!

• Other Tokens some extra dice, coins, counters or tokens (bits of scrap) might be useful for 

What you will need
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Setting up the game

• To get ready for a battle, place Bots in opposite corners of the board facing inwards at 45 

degrees so that the circumference of your Bot’s base is touching both board edges. 

• If you have more than 4 Bots playing at once begin placing them in the middle of each board 

edge facing inwards. 

• Players take it in turns placing 1 Stack/Bridge each. These obstructions cannot be shot through 

nor moved through (they block line of sight), but they can be climbed up. 

• Aim to make a cool looking battlefield.   

IT COULD BE:

ROCKS

a Scrapheap
RUINS

JUNK CUBES
A CRASHED ORBITAL
A DUNGEON

THE GROUNDS OF AN 
UPPERS ESTATE

A WAREHOUSE
A TOXIC SWAMP

A CANYON IN THE 
DESERT

Create places to hide and 

places to climb - try to 

make sure you cannot see 

diagonally across the 

battlefield 8



HoW to Play  
Games of “Bot Bangarang” are split into Rounds, and in each Round each player has a Turn with their bot. 
At the beginning of the Round you must determine which order Bots will act in. Each player rolls a six-sided dice and adds their remaining number of hit points to the result. 

The Player with the lowest score goes first, and play proceeds  around the table in the direction of the 
player with the second lowest score. On your Turn, you may perform any 3 actions with your bot in any 
combination or in any permissible order. 

You may repeat actions during your turn.You have to declare aloud the three actions you are taking and then do them. 
You’re trying to destroy the other Bots! The gamecontinues until there is only one Bot left! BANG-A-RANG! 

BUT WHATS 

A “HIT POINT”?
AND WHAT’S AN “ACTION”?

AND
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Your Bot is remotely con
trolled by a team of hum

an competitors.

 Sometimes the occasiona
l eccentric Upper might 

enter the arena physical
ly piloting their bot 

(to show off), or a Beadbot will insist on using their
 own cognition circuits to s

emi-autonomously 

FIght. 

More on those guys later
... 

A Bot should be the height of about 2 humans 

Basing - mounted on an 
approximately 40mm round base 
(i.e. a poker chip)  

The base should have quarters marked on the 
circumference of its base.

The front one is the “Front arc” for 
ATTACKING 90 degrees, and this is the 
direction the bot is facing. This Quarter 
should also have a centre point for the 
direction the bot is travelling in. 
The 2 adjacent quarters are sides, and the one 
opposite the front is the rear.
The front face of your bot is hardest to 
damage, but the sides and rear are easier to 
damage.

Your Bot starts with 12 hit points. As battle 
rages you will likely suffer damage and your 
Bot will lose hit points. You can track this 
by placing two small D6s next to your Bot or a 
D12. 

Hit points are sometimes referred to as HP. 

YOUR BOT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

1 2
 3

 4
 5

 6
 7

 8
 9

 10
 11

 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
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These are the actions you can take with your bot when it’s your Turn in a Round. 

Move -Move up to 4” in the direction your Bot is facing & turn up to 90 degrees, OR turn on the spot up to 90 
degrees. 

strafe - Move sideways up to 3” without changing orientation (tactical, good for poking round corners) 

Backwards- Bot moves up to 2” backwards and then turns up to 45 degrees. 

sHoot - shoot in the direction of your Bot’s front arc. Shooting generates a blast token (see “Shooting”)

Reload/Reboot - Remove one blast token from your Bot 

Bash - make a melee attack against another Bot. Bashing does not generate blast tokens  (see “Bashing”). 
Must be in base to base contact with another Bot. 

Climb - Go up any Stack your bot is in base contact with (see “climbing and falling”). Must be in base to base 
contact with a Stack in order to Climb. 

Drop - deliberately jump down any vertical distance from a Stack to avoid taking damage
 (see “climbing and falling”). Must be in base to base contact with the edge of a Stack to Drop. 

ACTIONS

DO 
STUFF

Of course you can do stuff
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OROR

forwards 
upto 4”

and rotate 
90 deg

rotate 
90 deg on 

the spot

MOVE

BACKwards upto 2” 

and rotate 45 Deg

BACKWARDS

STRAFE

SIDEWAYS upto 3” 

without changing 

orientation
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1. Bots may not move through other Bots or Stacks.

2. If a bot is moved into a Stack by another 
playerS Bot or AN effect in the game, you lose a 
hit point. 

3. Turning on the spot or moving / straFFIng /
reversing away when in contact with a STACK 
incurs no further loss of hitpoints.

4. If a Bot’s movement takes it into base to base 
contact with another bot, it stops.

5.The edge of the board counts as Stack you 
cannot climb.  

6. You may move your bot less than the full 
distance in inches stated in the action you’re 
taking (ie you could move 2” FORWARD then turn as 
a complete move action) 
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SHOOTING
SHOOTING

 If  their Bot’s
 base is entirel

y behind an 

intervening Sta
ck you may not 

shoot at them w
hen 

your bot is at t
he same height.

 If your bot is 
one 

Stack or more h
igher than the 

target Bot, 

intervening ter
rain does not p

revent shooting
 as 

long as you can
 partially see t

he target Bot f
rom 

your Bot’s persp
ective. To chec

k this, stoop do
wn to 

be eye level with your Bot to 
see what it sees.  

If your Bot has 
a Blast token t

his represents 
it has 

recently FIred 
or has somehow

 encountered s
ystem 

stress. You may
 not Shoot if yo

u have one or m
ore 

Blast tokens al
ready unless a 

faction rules s
ays you 

may. 

When you shoot at
 an opponent’s Bo

t, you 

must determine w
hich facing you a

re 

shooting at on t
heir Bot. We use both Bots’ 

bases to work this out. Dra
w an 

“imaginary line” 
from the centre 

of your Bot 

to the centre of
 their Bot. 

Firstly the line 
must pass throug

h your 

front arc, other
wise the enemy mo

del is out 

of line of sight 
and the shooting

 action 

is wasted. Where the imagina
ry line meets 

their base is the
ir facing you are

 targeting.
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If you can fire at an opponent’s Bot and have a Ranged Weapon then follow these Steps

Roll a D6 & place a blast marker next to your Bot. 

If sHootinG at the target’s front facing, 
score a 6 to hit.

If sHootinG at the target’s side facing, 
score a 5 or 6 to hit.

If sHootinG at the target’s rear facing, 
score a 4 or 5 or 6 to hit.

A roll of 1 always misses !

If at 1 Stack higher than the target Bot , +1 to the result you roll on 

your dice when firing (i.e. rolling a 3 counts as a 4) 

If at 2 or more Stacks higher than the target Bot , +2 to the result 

you roll on your dice when firing (i.e. rolling a 3 counts as a 5) 

When you successfully hit a Bot you must roll an additional D6. If you 

roll a 5-6, something exciting happens! The Player who owns the Bot 

that got shot at must roll on -

tHe “sometHinG exCitinG HaPPens” table

ZCHAK-HOOM

ZCHAK-HOOM

ZCHAK-HOOM

If yo
u su

ccessf
ully hit

 their
 Bot, check the 

shooting weapon’s pr
ofile to see

 what damage 

and consequences o
ccur.

If within 4” of the target Bot (and not in base to base contact with any Bot), reroll any shooting attack that misses. 
If in base to base contact with any Bot, you must reroll any shooting attack that hits. 

GET ABOVE ‘EM AND SHOOT 
DOWN AT ‘‘EM ! 15



BASHING
AT LAST,

SOME OF THE GOOD STUFF!

HIT IT
16



BASHING
If in base to base contact with an opponent’s bot you may make a 
Bash action. This represents physically attacking the Bot with your Bot. 

We use the Bot’s base as the basis for determining facing. 

Draw an imaginary line from the centre of your Bot to the centre of their 
Bot. Firstly the line must pass through your front arc, otherwise the 
enemy model is out of line of sight and the Bashing action is wasted. 

Where the imaginary line meets their base is their facing you are targeting. 

If you are facing the right way as described above, and have a Melee 
weapon or hand that can Bash an opponent’s Bot, then follow 
these steps - 

Roll a D6. 

If basHinG at the target’s front facing, score a 
6 to hit.

If basHinG at the target’s side facing, score a 
5 or 6 to hit.

If basHinG at the target’s rear facing, score a 
4 or 5 or 6 to hit.

A roll of 1 always misses !

If you successfully hit their Bot, check the Bashing weapon’s profile to see 
what damage and consequences occur. When you successfully hit a Bot 
you must roll an additional D6. If you roll a 5-6, something exciting 
happens (just like when you’re shooting at a Bot) The Player who owns the 
Bot that got bashed must roll on the 
Something Exciting Happens Table . . . 
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If a Bot loses any hitpoints (for any reason) whilst within 1” of the edge of a Stack they Fall down it. The Player who owns that Bot Removes the Bot from the ledge and places them at the bottom of the Stack directly underneath where they previously stood, so that 
they are touching the stack at the point vertically below where they once were (or as close as possible) 

Bots falling off Bridges just go straight down from their location (vertically).  
The Bot suffers additional hit points lost equal to 2 HP per level of Stack it Fell. This also occurs if they move off an edge without making a Drop action. 
To climb up to a Stack, a Bot must perform a Climb action. To Climb a bot must be in base 
to base contact with a Stack. You do not need to be facing the Stack. The action then moves it to the top of the Stack, and you place your Bot facing any direction at the top in 

CLIMBING AND FALLING
Also kno

wn as 201
9 - 2022

If 2 Stacks are placed in a way so that their faces are alligned and it creates a double 

height obstacle. The Bot must make successive climb actions 

(i.e. to scale a 4” vertical space, the Bot must climb and climb.) 

If a Bot falls off a double height Stack, but there is not enough room to place it where 

it fell on the lower Stack, it must fall to the next level again (be it a Stack or the 

ground).

A Bot May make a Drop action to get down safely. A Bot must be in base to base contact 

with an edge of a Stack or a bridge. It then drops down and can be placed facing any direc-

tion at the bottom in base to base contact with the point where it dropped.

Unlike climbing, the dropping action can drop a bot any number of Stacks (if the edges of 

Stacks are close enough together that a Bot could not stop at the intermediary levels)  

“Climbing looks dangerous” Said the wimpy Bot18
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DroP test

Roll a d6. 

1 FAIL Your Bot Falls and misses completely. Counts as having Fallen and is placed adjacent 

to target Bot in base to base contact. Your Bot suffers fall damage as usual. 

2 PARTIAL FAIL Your Bot Falls onto the target Bot. Counts as having Fallen and is placed 

adjacent to target Bot in base to base contact. Calculate damage as you would for Falling 

onto a Bot (see above, both Bots suffer damage) 

3+ SUCCESS you successfully Drop (see above, only opponent Bot suffers damage)

  
A bot may Fall or Drop onto another bot! If a bot is within 2” of the point where a bot would 

usually Fall or Drop it may choose to land on the opponent bot. If you do this, place your bot 

in base to base contact with the opponent’s bot anywhere you like. Your bot may be facing any 

direction you wish. 

Fall -If you Fall onto an opponent’s bot, calculate the number of hit points you would have 

lost if falling usually. Half that number and round up. Your bot and the opponents bot both 

lose that number of hit points. 
Drop - If you deliberately Drop onto an opponent’s bot the opponent bot suffers all the hit 

points you would have suffered had you fallen. In order to successfully drop like this you 

must take a Drop Test

NO 
HAND 
RAIL 19



1. WeaPon offline - You must choose a weapon system 
or hand to be unusable for the rest of the game. If you already 
have no weapon systems or hands, lose D4 Hit Points. 

2. UnfrienDly nanites - one of the many unseen 
roaming clouds of nanites happened to be passing by as your Bot 
suffered damage. Sensing you Bot was in danger and weakened, 
the opportunistic swarm descends upon your bot and begins 
stripping it’s systems. Insulating cables dissolve away, 
lubricants are drained and bolts spin themselves loose. You 
lose an additional D4 Hitpoints.

3. off balancCe - The attack disrupts your Bots 
gyros and it loses balance, stumbling about. The player that 
inflicted the damage causing this result may immediately make 
your Bot take a Move, Strafe or Backwards action. Any 
obstructions walked into cause damage, and falling may 
occur. 

4.ventinG PowWer Core - with a fading whir the 
power core for your Bot is temporarily knocked offline. 
Noxious hot vapours emanate from every aperture. At the 
beginning of your next Turn, you must undertake a special 
PURGE action you want to start to Move/Strafe/Go Back-
wards/Climb or Drop again. The APUs automatically kick in so 
there is just enough juice to keep the weapon systems active. 
You may make 
Shooting/Bashing actions. 

5. aWaKeneD tecCHnoloGy moDUle - Deep 
within the circuitry and actuators of the Bot is an antique 
technology module of unknown purpose and origin. The 
incoming damage has knocked something, and after a brief 
power surge this module activates! You now have an 
additional weapon system for the remainder of this game. 
You may choose either Ranged or Melee and then roll on the 
relevant weapons table. This does not change the Combo of 
your bot.

6. PHoenix Protocol - A command line override stirs 
your bot into defiant action, its data cores recalling a 
similar situation it faced previously in an ancient offworld 
battle. Knowing what to do to get out of dodge, you may 
make a single action of your choosing, and regain 2 Hit 
points.

7. Canister DroP - A volatile subsystem is damaged, 
and a pressurised container is dislodged by the attack, and 
falls to the feet of your bot. It begins to hiss violently. 
Place a small 25mm marker anywhere in base to base 

 

-contact with your Bot. Roll a D6. After that many actions (by 
any player), starting after the action that caused this damage, 
the canister explodes, Automatically hitting any Bots within 5” 
and causing 2HP damage. 

8. ablative PlatinG loss - The popping of rivets, 
tearing of sinew and clatter of falling plates is loud enough 
to be heard over the raging battle. The armour on your bot has 
been permanently damaged by the attack. The face of your Bot 
that was attacked has its “To Hit” number decreased by 1 for 
the rest of the game as the vulnerable systems underneath are 
exposed. 

9. DeaD leG - Despite automatically rerouting power to 
the locomotive systems, one of your Bots legs is now heavily 
damaged. You may no longer Strafe for the remainder of the 
game. If this result happens again the distance you may move is 
halved when you Move or go Backwards. 

10. HyDraUlicC line fire - a high pressure hose 
ruptures and a plume of pale liquid enshrouds the bot 
momentarily before it ignites in a rising fireball. Your bot is 
ablaze! Add two blast tokens to your bot. Lose an additional 
D4 Hitpoints.

11. frienDly nanites - One of the many unseen 
roaming clouds of nanites happened to be passing by as your 
Bot suffered damage. Sensing you Bot was in distress, the benign 
swarm flows through the pistons, circuitry and gubbins of your 
Bot patching up what it can. You regain D6 Hitpoints. 

12. triGGer Control - An electrical short caused by 
the damage causes a cluster of servos to misfire and trigger 
one of your Bots weapon systems. Even though it is not 
necessarily your turn, you may make a shooting or melee  
attack against any valid target in your front arc. This 
attack generates blast tokens as usual. If there is no target 
the weapons activate anyway. If you already have Blast 
Tokens on your bot preventing you from undertaking any 
attack, or have no weapons, instead lose an additional D3 
Hitpoints. 

13. anti rUster Protesters - Anti-Ruster 
Protesters run onto the field, smashing any bots within 4” 
from the edge of the board, trying to spread their hateful 
message (before the guards remove them). Lose 1 HP if within 4” 
of the edge of the board. JUNKERS are treated particularly 
worse due to their ongoing business relations with The Rusters. 
Protesters run directly for the Junkers as far 8” from the 
edge who then suffer 2 HP. 

          The 
“Something Exciting Happens”
        Table

x20



No recorded Bot B
angarang has been

 completely 

standard and unev
entful. 

14. CalleD to tHe Plant - People call it different 
things. Some call it “The Signal’’, others “The Hum” or 
“The Frequency”. Nearly all of the technology in The 
Gutterlands resonates with this one unifying signal. Its source? 
The Plant - the mysterious AI singularity somewhere in the 
endless junkheaps of the decommissioning deserts. Occasionally 
this frequency surges in power and intensity, magnetically 
drawing all intelligent systems towards it. The player who 
rolled on this table selects a board edge of their choosing. This 
is the direction of The Plant. All Bots must immediately make 
a move action to turn on the spot to face this board edge. All 
BEADBOTS are particularly susceptible to the call of The Plant 
and once they have turned to face it, they must make an 
additional move to go toward that board edge (falling and 
hitting things as they do).

15. rUst bUGs - The metal oxidising bacteria that scours 
The Gutterlands infects the arena. Actuators seize up and 
armour degrades. Each Player must choose and simultaneously 
verbally declare “HP” or “Actions”. Each player then rolls a 
D3. You either instantly lose that many HP, or only have that 
many actions the next time it is your Turn. 

16. moler traP - with a sudden crack and a cloud of 
dust, a Bot disappears down a hole! The Molers have long 
objected to the Bot Blitz (as it’s far too noisy for them) and 
occasionally undermine the stadium to set pit traps. You must 
select a Bot not on terrain. If there are none on the ground you 
must select the bot nearest the ground (If in either case that’s 
your Bot you must select your Bot). Place a 40mm token 
representing a hole on the ground as close to the targeted 
bot as you can. Place a second token 8” away from it on the 
ground in a location of your choosing. This represents where 
the Bot managed to break out of the Moler tunnel back into 
the stadium. For the remainder of the game any Bot can use this 
tunnel as a shortcut by moving/strafing/going backwards into it. 
Then move the bot into base to base contact with the other hole 
(selecting any orientation you wish). 

For the Bot first affected by the trap, and any Bot choosing 
to use the tunnel after its discovery, the crawl through the 
tunnel causes 1HP of damage to the Bot. Any Bot voluntarily 
using the tunnel to move around the battlefield also loses an 
action that turn.  

17. tHe cCroWwD Goes wWilD - The ongoing carnage of 
the battle sets off a huge Mexican wave that runs round the 
audience. Bots are cheered, and Bots are booed. The cacophony is 
briefly enough to overcome the sounds of battle, and the Bots 
struggle to concentrate as some soak up the glory and some 

are left quite bruised by the crowd’s jeering. 

For the remainder of this Round, and the next Round until the 
player who rolled on this table goes again, the riotous crowd 
distracts all Bots. Whenever a player declares their 3 actions 
- the player immediately to their left overrides one of their 
actions with a different one. The player then has to undertake 
the new sequence of actions.  If the player whose Turn it is is one 
of THE UPPERS, the person to their left may override 2 of their 
actions. The Uppers are not used to the coarse language and 
rude gestures of normal people in The Gutterlands, and it causes 
them much vexation. 

18. marroWw sUCKcker oUtbreakK - Screams are 
heard around the audience and members of the crowd are seen 
to be convulsing in agony. With a creeping horror the Bangarang 
organisers realise there has been a Marrow Sucker Outbreak. 
Bullet-like invertebrates fly at the speed of sound from person 
to person, piercing straight through to the nutritious interiors of 
their skeletons. Red clouds obscure the falling bodies. Quickly 
the rampaging swarm finds its way down to the pits and control 
decks of the auditorium, causing absolute chaos. But the show 
must go on! At the end of this Round (once all players have had 
a Turn), each player rolls a D4. That is how many actions they 
may take on their next Turn. 

19. acCiD rain - The ecosphere of The Gutterlands is highly 
unstable after centuries of dumping the galaxy’s most terrifying 
weapons-grade waste on its surface. As a result, occasional 
Acid Rain downpours are common. Until the end of this Round no 
Bots may make any climbing actions as all terrain is coated in 
a mildly corrosive slurry. This sort of environmental hazard is 
particularly painful for the exposed flesh and organic 
components of THE MEATY ONES. This Round and the next, any 
Meaty Ones playing may not attempt to regain HP at the end of 
their go. This is unless they are underneath a Bridge at the end of 
the Round.  

20. Geo tremor - the ground begins to shake and split, 
clouds of dust are shaken of all nearby structures, and the 
vibrations intensify. It’s a Geo-Tremor! All Bots scatter d8” 
without changing orientation. Any bots that would move off 
of elevated areas, or move into obstructions, fall or suffer 
damage as usual.

roll a D20 anD HoPe for tHe best. . .

THAT'S 

BANGARANG

BABY !x
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Before competing in the arena you will need to build your Bot. When you build your 
bot you will need to choose which Faction of The Gutterlands you represent. 

Each faction has unique themes and abilities, with advantages and disadvantages 
detailed on the following pages.

When you play your first game you might want to skip this bit, go ahead to the 
“weapons & combos” section. 

BUILDING YOUR 
BOT: 

Factions 

23



Beadbots have been embedded in the human workforce for as long as anyone can remember, and 
are a core feature of day to day life in The Gutterlands. They almost have rights of their own 
(almost) and Beadbots can enter Bot Blitz Brawls as competitors. Their AI unit can be transferred 
easily between units and their experience accumulates. They can also work with teams of human 
Engineers as remote pilots. They are hardy & adaptive but sometimes glitchy. This can 
unfortunately happen at any time, including in the middle of a battle. Sometimes the mysterious 
'Plant' calls out to them, stirring ancient machine memories…

in tHe Game - Beadbots in all their forms are naturally resilient to damage (they’re built that 
way) and start the game with 14 HP. They are also susceptible to glitching. Once per game after 
you have declared your actions, one of your opponents (the first to do it) may call out 
“Glitching” and they can change the order in which you must do your stated actions. 

BEADBOTS

lovable 
face

Beadbot is the name given 

to a generic assistant bot, 

they usually appear to be 

rounded, with long arms 

like beads thread on wire... 

hence the name. They come 

in all shapes and sizes but 

can usually be identified by 

a spherical head with two 

far apart eyes.

BEADBOT CALL 
SIGNs:

roll a D20 & roll a D20 & give it a name

For example:

03-17-Egbert 
01-20-Lucky
05-Emily-11
Nubby-05-10

UsUally 2 eyes
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THE JUNKERS

Dozens make the dangerous pilgrimage out to The Rusty Peaks every year and salvage what they can 

to make their own ramshackle bots. Sometimes they even trade directly with the Rusters. Their bots 

are characteristically rusty, asymmetric and unfinished. After 
prolonged exposure they have started to praise the all consuming Rust, just as The Rusters do. They 

have hard won survival skills and killer instincts, but these are stymied by their necessarily austere 

Bots. 

in tHe Game - Imbuing a Bot with the all consuming Rust of the desert endows it with a                 

preternatural sense of “knowing” and connection to the terrain of The Gutterlands. The bacteria 

connects the neural network of the bot to the wider ecology of Tapu. A Junker’s RustBot can reroll 

any roll this player would be expected to roll - on two separate occasions - in a game. 

They’ve got street smarts! This overrules other faction abilities. However, the rust is a less predictable material from an 

engineering perspective. The first time they lose a hit point, and after the attacker has checked to 

see if something interesting happens,  they HAVE to roll on the “something interesting happens” table. 

If the first hit would have made this happen anyway, they must roll a second time as their bot suffers 

“Junkers” is an umbrella term for the citizens of Respite who are of limited means, often having grown up in the harshest circumstances with the worst luck. They see competing in the Bot Bangarang as a way to make their fortune and secure a better life.

rUsty anD at least D*8 sPiKes

recCyCleD

JUst Wants a HUG

UsUally 1 eye
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THE UPPERS

Went on (D4) 
gap years

3  Eyes 
(because they can 
afford them) resPeCtable

tiDy

Well-bUilt

Well ConneCteD

Pay to Win

annoyinG
The Uppers are the more affluent citizens of Respite. Only they can 
afford to use the rarest alien tech that can be attained on Gutterworld. 
Their alien-like bots have the most powerful tech and even have 
advanced active protection systems. Their relatively comfy lifestyles, 
endless soirees, and pathological obsession with status means they 
are the only faction mad enough to compete in person and actually 
enter the arena, piloting their own Bots. They’re terrible show offs. 
Malicious gossip amongst the Junkers suggests they might not even be 
entirely human. 

in tHe Game - Twice a game these Bots can do 4 actions a Turn, because of the 
pilot’s physical human intuition and awareness, twinned with advanced sensory 
modules on board.  Alas, the human at the centre of the mechanical killing machine 
is weak. Any time you have to roll on the “Something Interesting Happens” table, the 
player that caused you to roll on the table may make you re-roll the result if they 
wish. Each enemy player may make you do this once. The new result must be adhered 
to. Oftentimes during a particularly heated Bangarang, pilots hailing from The Up-
pers can be heard sobbing & asking to go home…
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THE MEATy 
ONES

Treated with well-deserved suspicion and disdain amongst the citizens of Respite, “The Meaty Ones” are once 

sane Bot engineers who have foregone traditional technology, normal weapons, and even good taste in search 

of longevity & combat supremacy through twisted new flesh. They use recovered Bio-drone fragments found in 

the wastelands or close to Meat Mountain. They have explored the ancient technology of grown 

bio-weapons, and in doing so they have stared into the very heart of madness. Bio-remnants dumped on The 

Gutterlands are unstable and mutating. This can warp their psyches as much as it can warp any protein, 

calcium or fat it comes into contact with. The bio-drones can form weapons analogous to all the 

traditional weapons usually seen on a bot, but they will be hewn from muscle, blood, bone and pus. 

Grotesque sights like phlegm cannons, tendon claws and bone dart launchers are common on Meaty Ones... 

 in tHe Game - The BioDrones of the Meaty Ones are able to search the landscape for consumable 

biomass. At the end of every Round roll a d6, 5 or 6 they regain two hit points as they weave scar tissue and 

fresh gristle over any damage they have sustained. This can never take them above their starting number of 

hit points.  The hard UV rays of The Gutterlands beating down on their exposed flesh makes them seek shade, 

and their constant growth requires more nutrients. MeatyBots must end their Turn in base to base contact 

with (or on) a terrain piece. They try to hug the walls and seek shelter from solar radiation, or scour 

surfaces trying to absorb any mushrooms or algae they find. 

If a MeatBot ends its Turn exposed away from (and not touching) terrain it automatically

 loses 2 hit points.

loaDs of
 WeirD eyes

Drippy
Pulsating
Weeping
crusty

protein Based

It. . . (D4) It. . . (D4) 

1.  Looks 1.  Looks 
2.  Tastes2.  Tastes
3.  Smells3.  Smells
4.  Feels 4.  Feels 

. . . like . . . (D10)

. . . like . . . (D10)

1. Boiled Meat
1. Boiled Meat2. sushi2. sushi

3. Tendons3. Tendons
4. A Blister
4. A Blister
5. a pustule
5. a pustule6. Raw meat
6. Raw meat7. Fungi7. Fungi

8. ROADKILL
8. ROADKILL
9. Burnt meat
9. Burnt meat10.Bad calamari
10.Bad calamari
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Before competing in the arena you will need to equip  your bot with weapons. 

Each Bot has 2 arms and each arm can be a Melee weapon, a Ranged weapon, 
or a Hand.

Certain pairings of weapons and equipment unlock Combos that change what your 
bot can do. 

Weaponry in the Gutterlands comes from a broad rangeof sources and can be made 
from all sorts of weird salvaged tech. It’s best to explain to other players what 
your Bot isarmed with beforeyou start playing. 

BUILDING 
YOUR BOT: 

WEAPONS & WEAPONS & 
COMBOSCOMBOS 
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RANGED

WEAPONS

MELEE WEAPONS

HANDS

Melee only & causes 1HP 
damage

SHIELD - makes your bot harder to hit when being bashed (+1 to “to hit” value when being bashed but not shot at, regardless of facing)  

CRUSHER - Enemy loses 1 H
P & gains 

a blast token i
f Bashed   

WHACKER- Enemy loses 1 HP & Enemy is move
d 

2” directly away from Bot if Bashed. This can 

cause an enemy to hit obstructio
ns and to fall. 

The player doing the bashing cho
oses which 

direction the Bot is moved.  

CUTTER - 

causes 2 HP damage  

BLASTER - 
causes 2 HP damage 

ZAPPER -  causes 1 HP & target loses an action next turn if you rolled an unmodifIed 6 to hit   

BURNER 
- can on

ly targ
et enem

ies 

within 6
” & cau

ses 1HP
 damage

. Gives
 

target 
a blast

 marker
. Shoot

ing with 

a BURNE
R always cou

nts as 
shootin

g at 

side fa
cing of

 a Bot  

BOOMER -  can target enemi
es out of line of s

ight, but 

still in your Bots f
ront arc (i.e. Bots

 behind something).
 

Cannot target Bots
 underneath Bridge

s. Causes 1 HP dama
ge. 

Always counts as targe
ting front-facing of enemy Bo

t if 

shooting at a targe
t out of line of si

ght.    
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Weapon Combos 
1 Melee Weapon AND 1 Ranged Weapon 
- Bot can do all the things a normal bot can do. 

1 Melee Weapon and a Hand
- Bot suffers HALF damage falling (rounded up) and no damage from being pushed into 
Stacks, using its spare hand to grab stuff whilst falling 

1 Ranged Weapon and a Hand 
- Can aim much better, reroll misses that target the side or rear of an enemy Bot. 
This can be used in conjunction with the reroll afforded by being at close range 
(i.e. can reroll twice)

2 Melee Weapons 
- Bot is 2” faster when making any move action. Cannot perform Bash actions with 1 
or more Blast Tokens

2 Ranged Weapons 
- The FIrst time you Shoot in a Turn does not generate a blast token for your Bot. 
Cannot Bash! 

2 Hands 
- Bot suffers HALF damage falling (rounded up) and no damage from being pushed into 
Stacks, using its hands to grab stuff whilst falling. When making a Bash 
action, you may opt to make a special Grapple action. If you choose to Grapple, make 
a Bash attack as normal and once you have applied damage - but before the effects 
of “Something interesting happens” happen (if they do) - you may rotate the target 
bot on the spot to any orientation you wish. This rotation can occur even if the 
bash action misses.

in desperater circumstance Bots can make a bash action if they have no melee 
weapons or hands - they can make a bash action that causes 0HP damage, but pushes 
the enemy bot 1” directly away from the attacking Bot.  31



ZERO HPZERO HP
When you reach 0 hit points your Bot 

is destroyed. Immediately roll a D6 

to see what happens to your Bot.

1-3 - Wreck - sparks fly, lights dim 

and limbs slacken as the poor Bot 

shuts down. The Bot becomes an 

obstruction for the remaining 

players. Mark the Bot with some 

additional blast markers to highlight 

its demise. 

4-6 - Detonation - In a colossal 

explosion the Bot explodes! This 

obliterates the Bot entirely and 

sends fragments of wreckage flying 

in all directions. Make a shooting at-

tack at all Bots within 12” and line of 

sight that causes 2 HP damage, 

nearest to the destroyed Bot first. 

Remove the Bot from the board.

32

AUTO-DESTRUCT

In some desperate situations a Bot may find it nearly         impossible to inflict damage on its opponents, such as after suffering multiple weapon failures. In situtions such as this where victory is impossible, a Bot may elect to auto-destruct. 
Proceed as if detonating, as above.



LAST BOT LAST BOT 
STANDING WINS
STANDING WINS

THE END?THE END?

BANGBANG
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WHAT NEXT

This is just the core rulebook for Bangarang in the 

Gutterlands, and it will be expanded in the near future 

to contain-

- Rules for Team Bots

- Rules for MORE types of Terrain 

- Even MORE weapons profiles 

- Special Scenarios 

So for now, get scratchbuilding and kitbashing, make 

some bots, and duke it out in the town of Respite.

Once your Bots have been in a few games, you should 

adorn them with some Gutter Glyphs. These arethe 

coded sigils of Bangarang contestants, and a cool way to 

display glorious triumphs. 

If you’dlike some inspiration for what your Junkbot 

should look like, there is also a random Bot generator on 

the back cover to get you started!
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You have permission to reproduce this 
page for personal use!

Vandalise this page whilst you play 
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CROWNs GO ON KILL SKULLs

TO MAKE YOUR BOT 
COOL - YOU CAN 

DECORATE IT WITH 
GUTTER GLYPHS -

CELEBRATING YOUR 
TRIUMPHS AND 

PROWESS IN THE 
BANGARANG by 

daubing your bot 
with the gutter 

glyphs. 

PAINT THE KILL SKULL GLYPHS ON TOP OF THE PREVIOUS

COOL BOT!
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